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country. It has already been agreed at the meeting (pro-
posed by Prof. Inebnit, Leeds), to arrange a Federation
meeting in the Midlands next time.

Looking back to the time when there was no co-
ordination amongst Swiss organisations in the U.K. and
only very sporadic co-operation, the present set-up of the
Federation seems tremendous progress. The far-seeing
founders of its predecessor, the Presidents' Assembly, i.e.
Dr. Egli and the late Raoul de Cintra and Walter Meier,
had such co-operation in mind and they are and would
be happy to see that progress is being made.

MM

YORKSHIRE SWISS CLUB

On Tuesday, 7th May, Members and their friends met
at the British Council House in Leeds for their regular
monthly meeting, this time made specially interesting by
the presence of several compatriots from the Manchester
Swiss Club, a fact which ensured a very good attendance.

The President Prof. Inebnit, in a few appropriate
words, welcomed everyone to the meeting, especially the
representatives from Manchester including their President
Dr. Jaggi, Vice-President Dr. Bolliger and the Committee
members Mr. Lauber and Mr. W. Berner, after which Dr.
Bolliger was invited to talk to us, which he did in his
capacity as our delegate of the Swiss community of the
North of Great Britain to the Commission of the Swiss
Abroad in Berne.

In doing so he explained to us in detail the many
problems with which we Swiss living abroad are confronted,
such as our relationship towards our home country, mat-
ters of actuality and possibilities for the future. We may
not be able to do him full justice in these few lines but
here are some of the topics touched :

Desirability of a more active and efficient information
service through already existing consular channels, through
our Embassy in London, and also by papers such as the
"Swiss Observer" so well edited thanks to the initiative and
hard work of the very excellent editor Mrs. M- Meier,
and the " Echo " of the Swiss abroad, published in
Switzerland. There is, of course, no limit to the possibili-
ties of even a better service, and it is well worth our
endeavours.

Topics centred on such issues as the famous
MiZ/tà>p///c/ztm'atz^t<?Mer were explained to us at some
length followed by the " Solidarity Fund " now in the
course of development, and it is well to note that this
typical Swiss initiative has so far received very little
support from the compatriots residing in this country,
which might perhaps be a reflection of the stability and
order of things in these islands. Nevertheless, and this
in the course of question-time, one member thought that
some financial sacrifice from the part of us Swiss living
abroad towards our home country would be a desirable
thing, if only to show our interest and thankfulness to-
wards Switzerland, the protection it affords to us and many
other benefits which might not always be visible.

Dr. Bolliger then told us of the position, the fears

and hopes of the young Swiss abroad, mainly in countries
less privileged than ours, who after a few generations may
be somewhat estranged from their homeland, and how
desirable it would be to find ways and means, by ex-
changes and other schemes, to allow them to know better
the country of their fathers and create new interest and
understanding. Youth is indeed and always was in the
forefront of our thoughts and worries, and here much

can be done, not only by our own colonies but also by
the Z ws/andsc/zvvme/- OrganwaP'on and by our delegates.

Another very vital issue is the one in connection with
the vote and our thoughts were devoted to women's
suffrage. All this, of course, needs much time, some hard
thinking but most of all, patience, ingenuity and under-
standing, and we all hope that eventually a proper solu-
tion will be found to all these problems.

Everybody present appreciated very much the way in
which Dr. Bolliger explained to us all this, and the response
given to him at question time which was unfortunately
only too short, showed him and proved the great interest
awakened in us by his challenging exposé.

Before we adjourned for coffee and biscuits, the Presi-
dent of the Yorkshire Swiss Club thanked him most
warmly and sincerely for coming that distance to talk to
us and coupled with it the wish that more such joint meet-
ings may be arranged bringing thus our clubs of the North
more closely together, it was generally regretted that
through lack of time this undoubtedly general and useful
discussion had to be shortened.

Professor Inebnit concluded this evening's proceed-
ings in regaling us with his experiences in Switzerland
and handing to everyone a typewritten exposé in connec-
tion with the of 1967 and an extract
of the paper " The Friend " of January 1967 dealing with
the " Disarmament-Campaign He expressed the wish
to see the establishment in Switzerland of an International
Centre for the orientation of voluntary service of young
people in the help in under-developed countries or when
an emergency arises through natural catastrophies and
also to tackle problems of hunger, disease, etc. Switzer-
land who has a long and successful record in matters of a
humanitarian nature, would certainly look with great sym-
pathy and understanding towards any action undertaken
on such lines, and the personal opinion of the writer would
be that any such scheme could be best served by operating
it within Switzerland itself.

Before parting, the hope was expressed, that also this
year's " Landsgemeinde " of the Swiss of the North of
England would again be held at Hardcastle Crags near
Hebden Bridge, in the same tradition of Framr/-£L/gc-
ttcwsLche/r Gm/, thought of and created by the very first
founders 20 years ago, with the idea of bringing the Clubs
of the North nearer together and creating, if ever possible,
closer ties of fellowship and friendship and kindle the
flame of Zmamraenge/röngkG/xge/üM.

F.F.

NEW SWISS CLUB IN LIVERPOOL

With the co-operation of the Swiss Consulate in
Manchester and sponsored by the well-established Man-
ehester Swiss Club, the Liverpool Swiss Club has been re-
opened. On 27th March, a meeting of Merseyside Swiss

was called, and more than thirty gathered. After lengthy
debates, a Committee was elected in " due and ancient
form ". Mr. Théodore Erb, of 86 Kings Road, Bootle 20,
Lanes., was elected President. Anyone interested in join-
ing the Club, is invited to apply to him.

The President of the Manchester Swiss Club, Dr.
Jaggi, gave a talk on the activities of the new Club's "elder
brother", and the Swiss Consul and Madame Brunner
generously donated Swiss wines to accompany the meal
prepared by the " Swiss Ladies of Liverpool

We extend warm wishes to the new Club and its
officers and hope that their endeavours will be crowned
with success.
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